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Library with Rare books, manuscripts, and special collections which are the treasures of 
cultural heritage are not getting as much importance as virtual and digital libraries are 
getting in the current era of Information technology and information explosion. The libraries 
with rare collections in fact are more difficult to maintain and needs much more care and 
attention to preserve our ancient culture and knowledge. This paper aims to summarize the 
conditions of libraries with rare collections in Ahmedabad and efforts needed to maintain and 
popularizing the usage of their collection. 
 
Introduction :  
The present world is fast changing from the industrial world to the information 
world. It requires speedy, accurate, ready and reliable information. A large amount 
of information is being generated every moment. Information has become a 
strategic raw material and a dominating factor in decision making and execution. 
Information is and will be a primordial need for each individual in this world. 
Information is regarded as “Lifeblood of society” and vital resource for national 
development. 
Knowledge is becoming multidimensional, multidisciplinary and it is growing fast 
because of the information revolution. This revolution is spinning around the 
computing and communication tools which form the backbone of information 
technology (IT). Knowledge and information coexist to complement and supplement 
each other with the support of I.T. This scenario has given rise to the new 
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dimensions of knowledge that not only accelerates its growth but has also 
transformed the nature of its resources from the printed form to the 
electronic/digital form such as magnetic tapes, floppy disks, CD-ROM etc. With the 
emergence of Internet era a rapid phase of growth such as online databases, List 
Serves, discussion groups, electronic journals, etc. have enriched the accessibility of 
information. The development of digital libraries, virtual libraries have further 
promoted library activities and have taken them beyond four walls. 
However, there are libraries with rare collections which are the treasures of local 
heritage. They reflect the heritage and culture of the society. The information in 
these libraries is in variety of forms such as palm leaves, manuscripts, printed books 
etc. Preservation requirements of these library holdings are obviously different 
from those of libraries established during the recent past. These libraries have 
special responsibility of preserving heritage and culture as it is the duty of all library 
staff, from the head of the library down to the last worker at the bottom to 
safeguard, protect and preserve the holdings in their libraries. 
Special Libraries with Rare Materials In Ahmedabad 
 
The prime objective is to study libraries with rare collection in Ahmedabad, it is felt 
essential to know about these institutions/libraries and the rare collections they 
possessed. Therefore, the succeeding sections provide a brief profile of the libraries 
with rare collections possessed by each of them. 
1. L.D. Institute of Indology (established in the year 1957) 
During 1956, Lalbhai Dalpatbhai Institute of Indology was established with the joint 
efforts of Shri. Kasturbhai Lalbhai, a well-known and prominent Ahmedabad based 
industrialist, and Jain Acharya Muni Punyavijayji. Muni Punyavijayji donated his 
personal collection of illustrated and un-illustrated manuscripts, bronzes and cloth 
paintings at time at the establishment of Lalbhai Dalpatbhai Indology Institute. With 
the passage of time the collection grew more and more prominent which created a 
need for an exclusive display of the archaeological. Thus, in 1984 a new building 
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adjacent to the L.D. Institute of Indology was built by internationally acclaimed 
architect Shri. Balakrishna Doshi. The L.D. Museum was formally inaugurated by 
Shri. Brajkumar Nehru, the Governor of Gujarat in 1985.  
 
The museum was inaugurated with two designated galleries, Smt. Madhuri Desai 
Gallery (Ground Floor) and Muni Punyavijayji Gallery (First Floor). In 2004, a third 
gallery Priyakant T. Munshaw Gallery of coinage was designed.  
 
Through the passage of time, museum has developed, flourished and added many 
new artefacts in its rich collection like Arvind Collection, Kasturbhai Lalbhai 
Collection, Gopi-Anand Beadwork Collection, LilavatiLalbhai Woodwork Collection 
and the latest 
 
• Muni Punyavijayji Gallery  
Gujarati Jaina style paintings are the highlight of this gallery. The collection 
was assembled by Muniji during 1940s which consists of palm leaf 
manuscripts, the earliest painted paper manuscript of the Shantinath Charitra 
dated V.S. 1453 (i.e.1396 A.D.) which is also recognized as a global treasure by 
UNESCO, many rare cosmological diagrams, Jaina-Sidhdha chakra yantra and 
other such distinctive archaeological.  
 
• Smt. Madhuri Desai Gallery  
It exhibits a wide-ranging variety of sculptures narrating the artistic fervour 
of different styles existing in Indian heritage. The exhibit consists of artefacts 
from different parts of the Indian subcontinent as well from Nepal and Tibet.  
 
• Priyakant T. Munshaw Gallery of coinage  
The gallery consists of a representative collection of historical phases of 
coinage of India. The collection includes the earliest punched-marked coins 
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called bent bar (c.600 B.C.), Akbar's Din-i-Ilahi coin, Jahangir's Zodiac series in 
silver, Adil Shah's Larin (dated 1668 A.D.) and contemporary currency.  
 
• Arvind Lalbhai Collection  
Among the noteworthy objects on display from the Shri Arvindbhai Collection, 
are a flamboyant Chola style Nataraja (11th century A.D.) and an exuberant 
Nepali/ Tibetan bronze Mandala (18th century A.D.), both are displayed on 
the ground Floor in Madhuri D. Desai Gallery, while an elaborately decorated 
Chinese/ Japanese style cupboard in wood, one can view on the First Floor in 
Muni Punyavijayaji Gallery. This gift has widened the scope of the various 
collections to grow into a Museum of Asian Art in the Gujarat region.  
 
• Kasturbhai Lalbhai Collection  
A collection of exquisite Indian Miniature paintings crafted between 17th to 
19th centuries is showcased at our museum. This collection depicts various 
interesting miniature paintings of Ramayana, Court scenes, Portraits etc. The 
main objective to display this century-old collection is to understand and 
appreciate the technical and artistic aspects of miniature painting.  
 
• Gopi-Anand Beadwork collection  
The beadwork art is mainly practised in Saurashtra and Kutch region. In past, 
this art was a speciality for household decoration and marriage ceremonies. It 
is thus an embodiment of culture and history together. A whole section is 
devoted to this collection. 
 
• Lilavati Lalbhai Wood Work collection  
We have a wide range of woodcraft collection at The L.D. Museum known as 
Lilavati Lalbhai wood Work collection. The display includes relief panels of 
Tirthankaras, 14 Dream, Ashtamangala and other symbolic forms, carved 
pillars and decorative panels. 
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• Pahari School Ramayana Drawings of Ayodhya Kanda collection  
Pahari School Ramayana Drawings of Ayodhya Kanda is the latest inclusion in 
Gallery Section. Open to the public since in 2016, the collection consists of 
almost 62 folios depicting various episodes from the great epic 'Ramayana'. 
This group of drawings have been sorted out from a historic collection of 
Indian art objects which was initially put together in Kolkata during the early 
20th century by the leaders of the Revivalist and Modern movements 
spearheaded by the great painters Abanindranath and Gagnendranath Tagore. 
 
• Art Reference Library and Conservation Laboratory  
Museum also have Art Reference Library and in-house Conservation 
Laboratory. Over the past decades an Art Reference Library (including rare 
books) has grown with donation of books, further enhanced with financial 
assistance received from Ministry of Culture, New Delhi, 2012-2013. While 
talking about our Conservation Laboratory, The modest Conservation 
Laboratory of the Museum has facilities for the basic conservation of 
miniature paintings on paper. Preliminary surface cleaning of stone 
sculptures and metal objects is also carried out here. 
 
• Access & Facilities  
The Museum is committed to being a visitor-friendly place and creating a 
comfortable, well-facilitated environment to offer visitors a wholesome 
experience. The following facilities are available at the Museum.  
 
1. Information Kiosks  
Interactive kiosks are positioned within various galleries to facilitate 
extended information about the Museum, collections and the donors in the 
respective galleries. 
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2. Museum Shop  
The Museum shop contributes towards the promotion of Indian culture 
through different art materials. There is a wide range of books published by 
the Museum and other renowned publications. The Shop also displays 
different articles such as greeting cards, colour prints and other objects 
inspired by design/details of the art objects from Museum collection etc. You 
can buy some unique gift items as a memoir/ memento of your visit to the 
Museum.  
 
3. Guided Tours  
Guided tours are available for school/colleges/institute as an educational 
visits, Just inform us in prior your choice of date and time, number of students 
and adults, name of galleries in particular, you want to visit, access or special 
requirements in advance (in case of cancellation, please make sure to inform 
us in prior).  
 
4. Lost & Found  
Lost or found objects may be deposited at the Museum office at the Ground 
Floor. Visitors must take care of their personal belongings. The Museum is not 
responsible for any loss of belongings. 
  
5. Baggage Counter  
The museum has baggage counter for visitors to store belongings. Big bags, 
water bottles, packages are not allowed inside the Museum for safety reasons. 
The baggage counter is a safe place to store these while you enjoy your visit. 
 
• Sheth B. J Institute of Learning & Research 
The Gujarat Vidyasabha formerly known as Gujarat vernacular society is 
more than 165 years old literary and cultural institution and has rendered 
pioneering service to the cause of the development of Gujarati language and 
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literature, education, particularly female education, journalism and social 
reform. In 1938, the late veteran savant Dr. Anandshankar Dhruv, the then 
president of Gujarat Vidya Sabha founded a postgraduate and research 
department in the Gujarat Vidya Sabha, which was preparatory to the 
formation of a University. It was his fond dream. He invited topmost scholars 
in humanities to work in this department. Prof. Rasiklal Parikh Sukhlalji, Prof. 
Harihar P. Bhatt, Prof. Athavale, Maulana Abuzafar Nadvi, Dr. Umashankar 
Joshi, Prof. K.V. Abhyankar, Prof. Ramanarayan Pathak, Prof. Keshavram K. 
Shastree, Dr. C.R.Nayak, Prof. Nagindas Parekh, Prof. Yashvant Shukla, Dr. 
Bhogilal Sandesara and Dr. Hariprasad Shastri were some of them. This 
department was recognised as a post-graduate institute by the University of 
Bombay. In 1946, through a munificent donation from Sheth Bholabhai 
Jeshingbhai, the department was named Sheth B.J. Institute of Learning & 
Research. With the establishment of the Gujarat University in 1950 the 
recognition of the B. J. Institute was transferred from the Bombay University 
to the Gujarat University. 
 
• Genesis  
The Gujarat Vidyasabha, the oldest literary institution of Gujarat, has for its 
fundamental purpose pioneering service in the fields of advancement of 
learning and research in Gujarat. To fulfil this purpose, the managing 
committee of the sabha (called Gujarat Vernacular Society at that time) 
appointed, on 24th march 1939, a committee of the sabha to take necessary 
steps for organizing a research and postgraduate department, comprising (1) 
Dr. Anandshamker B. Dhruva , (2) Hon. Shri G. V. Mavalankar and (3) Lady 
Vidyagauri Neelkanth. The result was the establishment of a research and 
postgraduate centre under the Vidyasabha Latterly, on a suggestion from the 
then Government of Bombay, this post graduate centre was got recognized to 
the University of Bombay, then in 1940, sir Sarvspalli Radhakrishna 
performed the opening ceremony of the postgraduate centre and it began 
imparting instructions to postgraduate students in Sanskrit, Gujarati, 
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Persian, Arabic and Indian culture. While continuing instructions to post-
graduate students the centre began giving guidance to PhD Students in 
Sanskrit, Gujarati, and Persian and Indian culture and in a way, supplied 
nucleus for the Gujarat University that was in a state of formation. It was in 
1950 that the Gujarat University came into formal existence. Since then, this 
centre of Learning & Research continued its post-graduate educational 
activities until the Gujarat University took over.post-graduate teaching of 
Gujarati, Sanskrit and Persian some time in 1964.  
 
However, during the period, in 1946 the Vidya Sabha received a magnificent 
donation of Rs. 2,00,000/- (Rupees Two Lakhs) from Sheth Bholabhai 
Jeshingbhai for encouraging the activities of this post-graduate centre. 
 This donation enabled this centre to have its own building in the H.K. College 
Compound on the skirts of the Sabarmati, and is now functioning under the 
name of Bholabhai Jeshingbhai learning and research, Institute after the 
generous donor. This B.J Institute of Learning and research is now managed 
by an independent trust of the same registered as such. 
 
• Activities of Sheth B. J. Institute of Learning and Research:  
 
1) Teaching:  
This institute is permanently recognized by the Gujarat University as a centre 
for teaching M.A. and at present conducts post-graduate classed in Indian 
culture - Indology on behalf of the Gujarat University. Staff members of this 
institute are recognized post-graduate teachers in Indian culture - Indology.  
 
2) Research Guidance:  
Under mentioned members of the teaching staff are recognized as guide for 
PhD in culture Indology subjects. During all these years of its functioning, 81 
researchers have earned their doctorates under the guidance of our staff.  
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3) Sanskrit Pathshala:  
We have also a Sanskrit pathshala working under its aegis. It is called the 
Brahmachari Wadi Sanskrit Pathshala. It prepares students for the Shastri and 
Acharya Examinations of the Sampoornanand Sanskrit Vishvavidyalaya, 
Varanasi, to which the pathshala is permanently officiated for examinations 
put on Acharya (equivalent to M.A) Pandit Shri Chimanlal Vyakaranacharya, 
officiates as the Hon. Principal of this pathashala, assisted by Prof. R.C. 
Tripathi, Hon. Professor of Sanskrit and also gives Scholarship to the public 
successfully prosecuting their studies in Sanskrit.  
 
4) Extra-Curricular activities:  
Along with library activities some co-curriculum activities are conducted by 
the library. This institute invites learned scholars from far and near to take 
advantage of the learning under various schemes of Vidya Vistar, such as _  
A. Lecture series:  
1. Vidya Vyakhyan Mala,  
2. Sheth Popatlal Hemchand Adyatma Vyakhyan Mala,  
3. Samshodhar Upakhyan Mala  
4. Bhartiya Vyakhyan Mala.  
 
Eminent Scholars like Dr. Sunitkumar Chatterji, Dr. Hiranand Shastri, Dr. P.M. 
Modi, Dr. T. N. Dave, Dr. R. C. Ranade. Shri O.C. Ganguli, Dr. Shukhlalji 
Sanghavi, Dr. V.S. Agrawal, Dr. R.C. Majmudar, Dr. D.C. Sarkar, Dr. D.R. Mankad, 
Dr. V. Raghavam, Dr. B.J. Sandesara, Dr.Krishna Moorti, Dr. Sankalia, Dr. 
Bajpeyi and others have given us the benefit of their learning through this 
lecture series.  
 
B. Publications:  
This institute has been publishing works by scholars specialize in various 
subjects like Indian Linguistics Languages, Metris, Pieties, Classical works in 
Sanskrit, Persian, old and modern Gujarati, source books on the history 
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culture art, architecture, archaeology of India-Gujarat Anthropology, 
Ethnology, Sociology, Economics, Religion, Philosophy, Astronomy, Astrology 
and Indian history and culture so far 120 such works have been published by 
this institute. 
 
C. Critical Edition of the Bhagavata:  
This institute has a gigantic work of national importance of preparing and 
publishing a critical edition of Bhagavat, Purana, one of the most popular and 
scared pirates in this country. Two sets of collation sheets are prepared with 
the vulgate chosen from the Kumbhakonain set one is the variant reading in 
different textual words as cited in various commentaries, while the second set 
is collection of the variant reading in different selected Manuscripts. Some 
select Manuscripts in Devanagari script has already been collated and know it 
is proposed to collate Manuscripts written in other regional scripts.  
 
D. Writing History:  
This institute has been preparing and publishing a series of volumes in 
Gujarati on the Different successive periods of political and cultural history of 
Gujarat, with financial aid of the state Government of Gujarat.  
 
E. Gigantic Library:  
This institute possesses and manages a vast library, mostly of rare and 
extraordinary books, which is replenished every year by fresh additions. In 
current year it is considered one of the richest and oldest libraries in the state. 
The present library contains some 1 lakh books.  
 
F. Museum:  
The cultural and educational usefulness of this institute is enhanced by a 
museum carefully maintained by this institute, which contains rare coins 
sculptures, archives, inscriptions and such other antiquities collected by the 
Gujarat Vidya Sabha, the mother institution of this institute. The museum is 
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being enriched regularly by additions of antiquities turning this collection into 
a veritable Archaeological museum. At present, this museum contains some 
15,000 specimens of antiquity. 
 
5. Shree Mahavir Jain Ardhana Kendra 
 History 
Acharya Shri Kailasasagarsuri Gyanmandir is a unique Jain academic 
research and reference Centre dedicated to support and promote Jain 
education, studies and research with its fully computerized largest Jain 
library in the world gains the status of Gyan-Tirth. The pious land of 
Kobatirth is famous for the Acharya Shri Kailasasagarsuri Gyanmandir, which 
is situated in Shri Mahavir Jain Aradhana Kendra at Koba. The Gyanmandiris 
located in a huge building having a beautiful mural - depicting the objectives 
of the Gyanmandir on the front of it and a small temple Ratnamandir built 
near the entrance. This Gyanmandir has been established by the blessing and 
inspiration of Prashantmurti Gachchhadhipati, the great Jain Acharya Shri 
Kailasasagarsurishwarji Maharaj. This Gyanmandir, on the sacred land of 
Kobatirth, is a sign of conclusive creation of the guidance of Yugadrashta, 
Acharyapravar Shri Padmasagarsuriji Maharaj the grand disciple of Acharya 
Shri Kailasasagarsurishwarji Maharaj. To establish the eternal memory and 
everlasting remembrance of his Grand Guru, Acharya Shri Kailasasagarsuri, 
this Gyanmandir was gratefully named after him. The incomparable and 
unmatched Gyanmandir is on the path of success with various types of 
service oriented schemes. 
 
6. Various departments of Gyanmandir  
• Devardhigani Kshamashraman Hastaprat Bhandagar (Manuscripts Section)  
• Arya Sudharmaswami Shrutagar (Books Section)  
• Arya Rakshitsuri Shodhasagar : The Heart of Gyanmandir  
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• The Ahmedabad Branch of Acharya Sri Kailasasagarsuri Gyanmandir  
• Samrat Samprati Sangrahalaya-Jain Museum  
     
     Comparative Analysis of Library Collection: 
The table given below shows that the total collection of all the three libraries 





Types of rare items 
L D Institute 
of Indology, 
Ahmedabad 










1 Printed books 20000+ 72000 More Than 2,00,000 
2 Manuscripts 80000+ 7000 More Than 2,00,000 
3 Printed journals 6500   More Than 30,000 
4 Atlases 35     
5 Rare photographs 1500     
6 Paintings 300+     




ities/ palm leaf 
350 4012   
  Total 108805+ 83012 430000+ 
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Types of Rare Documents 
Rare documents available in all three libraries under study are grouped on the 
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Subject – wise use of Rare Documents      
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Library Staff 
The libraries have special responsibility of preserving heritage and culture as 
it is the duty of all library staff, from the head of the library down to the last 
worker at the bottom to safeguard, protect and preserve the holdings in their 
libraries. Preservation measures have to be endorsed supported and 
encouraged from the most senior level to the most junior in the library. 
Those who are responsible for managing the library and maintaining the 
external and internal fabric of the building need to work closely with those 
who are responsible for the preservation of the collections. Preservation 
needs of a library have to be considered in line with the social and political 
climate in which the organization operates. 
Efforts have been made by some of these libraries to convert few rare 
materials in microforms and in digital form. This kind of enormous shift in 
information storage and dissemination technology has called for dual 
responsibilities on the part of librarians. Firstly, accept the change and adapt 
the concept of access to information rather than owning such information. 
This calls for developing technology base and digital library resources and 
facilitate users with access to information electronically. Secondly, take 
necessary steps not only to preserve existing print and non-print materials 
future use but also promote for easy access to such information. 
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gnation - wise Distribution of Library Staff other than Heads of Libraries 
           
 
Longevity of Exper 















➢ Conclusion and Suggestion: 
 
In Gujarat there are few libraries possessing rare materials of high 
value and importance. Some of these libraries include L.D Institute of 
Indology, Sheth B.J Institute of Learning and Research, Shree Mahavir Jain 
Ardhana Kendra. The holding in these libraries are treasures of the cultural 
heritage of the Ahmedabad. Some of the rare materials available in the 
libraries are original and are unpublished. The rare documents in these 
libraries are in different forms containing original information on variety of 
subjects, such as ancient history, culture, tradition, yogic science, medicine, 
ancient philosophy, the public administration. They are in various forms, 
such as palm leaves, manuscripts, printed books & newspapers, dairies of 
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correspondence, debates of assemblies and so on. The paper used in printing 
these books is no more durable. They are in fragile condition. Therefore, it is 
suggested that the Government of Gujarat should establish a Gujarat State 
Archives and b ring together all these rare resources. It is also suggested to 
find financial resources and initiate digitization of all these rare materials. 
 
Individual libraries that have not created computerized database 
should initiate to do so as it is a prime requirement of any library.  
 
All libraries holding rare materials should initiate popularising the 
usage of their collection, as many scholars are not aware of these resources.  
 
The data reveals that out of 80 library staff only 26 have undergone 
training in modern library management techniques, particularly those who 
have undergone training in preservation and conservation activities are 
hardly 6. Preservation and Conservation of rare requires materials entirely 
different knowledge, about materials and chemicals used, their handling 
organization, techniques/methods of preservation and conservation. Hence, 
all those who are handling, managing rare materials in libraries have to be 
provided in depth practical training in preservation and conservation of 
library materials.  
 
Since many staff members working in libraries containing rare 
materials do not have training, select library & information schools should 
come forward to organize practical training programmes in association with 
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